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Introduction “I will come back to Malaysia soon. After the 90th birthday, I will come again. Right now, we are very busy with other trips. This is just to meet. Next time, we will talk about work. However, if you want to do My work, you have to be ready as instruments. You have to be pure and sharp – only then can I work with you. Prepare the youth, the children. I don’t need too many people. Even a few good youth are good enough.” These were the divine words uttered by Swami, when He graced Malaysia with His first visit in March 2015. With those words He made reference to two future visits, both of which happened as He willed. Altogether, He made three visits in the space of ten months – March 2015, September 2015 and January 2016. This booklet tells the story of Swami’s visit to Malaysia in January 2016. It includes the words of His Divine discourses during this trip – of which there were many – as well as excerpts of talks given by members of His entourage. Swami’s trip in January 2016, was mainly focused around the Bhoomi Pooja for the Ashram that He has willed to be built in Malaysia. During His very first visit to Malaysia in March 2015, He announced: “When the time is right, I will personally tell you about the ashram. It is not so close; it is far away. It will be a big place in the village. There will be a 100-acre ashram. That will be one ashram for the eastern side of the world, where people will come from all over the world, from Japan, from Singapore and that ashram will be here in Malaysia. I will build it. There is time for it.” At that time, very little was known about Swami’s plans for the Ashram. However, in the months that followed, through His guidance and blessings, the land was found and preparations were made for Swami’s arrival to bless the land, and to grace the Bhoomi Pooja. 4   



 



(Kampung Riih Mawang, Serian – the site of Bhagawan’s Malaysia Ashram) The program for Swami’s visit to Malaysia in January 2016 was as follows: 6th Jan, 2016:



Evening function at Sai Ananda, Selayang



7th Jan, 2016:



Visit to Mariamma Devi Temple, Kuching Evening programme at Sai Love, Kuching



8th Jan, 2016:



Ground breaking Ceremony and Bhoomi Pooja at Serian Visit to Brother Meng’s village (Kampung Riih Mawang) Evening programme at Sai Love, Kuching



9th Jan, 2016:



Farewell programme at Sai Love, Kuching



May this booklet serve as a divine reminiscence of Swami’s visit to Malaysia in January 2016, bringing love and joy to the hearts of all that read it! 5   



 



Day 1 – 6th January, 2016 Sai Ananda - Selayang, Malaysia The evening satsang took place at ‘Sai Ananda’ in Selayang. 450+ devotees eagerly awaited Swami’s arrival in the beautifully decorated prayer hall. A traditional dance procession welcomed Swami. Sri Ayavoo welcomed all gathered and prayerfully offered his gratitude to Bhagawan for blessing the devotees of Malaysia with His visit, yet again within a short span of four months. Bhagawan’s jhoola (swing) gently swayed, echoing the excited hearts of all those assembled. Sri C. Sreenivas was the first speaker for the evening, followed by Sri B. N. Narasimha Murthy. Bhagawan then blessed everyone with His Divine message. After the nectarine discourse, children and youth of the ‘Sai Ananda’ Centre staged a variety of cultural programmes. A traditional Bharathanatyam dance was offered at the Lotus Feet of Bhagawan, followed by a ‘Dance of Unity’ by the Sai Ananda Bal Vikas and Youth Vikas students. The Sai Ananda youth boys then showcased a video presentation of all the seva activities being undertaken by the local seva teams. Next was a skit depicting the importance of and God’s preference for quality over quantity in service activities through a mythological play. Finally, the evening ended with Arathi.
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Excerpts of Talks 6th January, 2016 - Sai Ananda, Selayang, Malaysia Talk by Sri C. Sreenivas The most distinguishing feature of Sai Ananda to me is, it is not just a temple of God, it is not just a temple whose every brick speaks love, it is not just a temple wherein every young man and woman or every old man and old woman who come in, go out to see how they can carry this great image of Swami into life and serve – but, more importantly, this is the temple of human life itself. What do I mean by that? There is no greater miracle that we lived by than the miracle of human existence. God, dear Swami has said the true temple that He has is each and every one of us. We are His real temples because in us He lives, in us and through us does He breathe, in us, through us, He does He do His work and through us, for generations, will He carry on His work. The times we are living in maybe troublesome or traumatic, but they are going to be extremely wonderful. Scientific theory says there is always clarity and the clarity is preceded by chaos and confusion. That is the story of life and we are not new to this journey of life. So much of clarity, so much of beauty, so much of goodness and the dawn of truth is waiting to happen.



Talk by Sri B.N. Narasimha Murthy If you study the holiest of the scriptures, whether the Vedas, Upanishads, Bhagavad Gita, the Quran or Bible, Dhammapada, Zend Avesta, or Guru Granth Sahib, there only two drops of nectar that you get: love for God and compassion for all beings. That is the essence of life. That is the message. Once we live that message, we need not attain anything; no scholarship is required. In the Upanishads, it is said that you can’t attain God while listening to talks, by giving lectures or with a brilliant intellect. Then how do you attain God? He reveals Himself to the one whom He chooses. How does He choose? First, you choose God through the exclusion of everything else, then God chooses you. It is not that you and I are here just like that. At the end of many lives, the wise man takes recluse at His lotus feet. We have searched for it in many lives, in many nations; many times we were born, many times we have died, many times we have looked for infinite bliss and immortal life, but today, if each and every one of us is here, it is because this is the fulfilment of all the quests, for all the search that we did in so many lives. 7   



 



Divine Discourse 6th January, 2016 - Sai Ananda, Selayang, Malaysia



Adveshta sarva bhutanam maitrah karuna eva cha Nirmamo nirahankarah sama duhkha sukhah kshami’ Santushtah satatam yogi yatatma drdhanischayah Mayyarpita mano buddhiryo madbhaktah sa me priyah



(The devotee who has all the following qualities is very dear to Me, says Sri Krishna in the Bhagawad Gita: He is adveshta – hating nobody, ridiculing nobody, having no contempt for anyone; at the same time, having love, compassion and friendliness for all. He has rid himself of ego and attachment, and maintains equanimity in both the happiness and sorrows of life. He is always content within himself, has a very firm and steady mind and has completely offered his mind and intellect to Me. Such a devotee is very dear.)



Embodiments of Love, devotees, men and women! These stanzas tell you what Lord Krishna explained as the qualities of a true devotee – but when you hear so many qualities that one devotee needs, you are often unnerved and become anxious about whether it is possible for you to put them all into practice. 8   



 



It can be compared to the way that wind proceeds from space, fire from the wind, water from fire, earth from water and man from the earth. There is one thing which pervades every one of these things – and that is space. Similarly, in all the teachings that I quoted just now, there is one crucial thing. If you learn that, you will learn everything; knowing it, you will know everything. If you know that particular value or quality; it is enough in itself. One who has love for God will attain all these qualities naturally. Love for God is the fundamental basis of all good values and good qualities. Many times, devotees come and tell Me, “Swami, I love You. Swami I love You,” – but, at the same time, in their interaction with their neighbours and others, they behave very harshly; they hurt them. It cannot be said that the one who claims to be a devotee of God – but at the same time criticizes or ridicules others – really has love for God. To truly love God, it becomes necessary to see God in every atom, at every moment – and to love everyone. Just because you have become a scholar, studied the scriptures, quote from them and give lectures; just because you have gone on pilgrimages to many holy places, it is absolutely wrong to think that you have attained wisdom. All that is only theoretical knowledge and not practical knowledge. Theoretical knowledge may give you food for thought, but in no way is it useful to anyone around you. A person with theoretical knowledge went to a doctor and said to him, “A scorpion has stung me. I’m in great pain. Please give me some medicine.” The doctor prescribed an ointment and said, “Apply the ointment once in the morning and once in the evening, where the scorpion stung you.” He said, “Yes, I will do so,” and returned home. He used the ointment for nearly a week, after which there was none left, yet the pain had not decreased. He returned to the doctor and told him, “I have applied the ointment that you gave for one week, but I am still in pain.” The doctor was very surprised and asked him, “Where did you first apply this ointment?” “I went to the corner of my house, and applied it to the wall.” He did not apply it to his foot, just to the wall. “Why did you put it on the wall? You should have applied it to your foot, where the scorpion stung you!”
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“Because you told me to apply the ointment at the place where I was stung. I was stung in the corner, by the wall – so I applied it to the wall.” For people like that, a doctor, even the greatest of surgeons, will not be able to help them – because, their understanding is absolutely theoretical, there’s no putting it into practice. Similarly, you constantly say that you should love everybody, but you are not doing it. Love becomes practical knowledge when you convert love into service. It is not enough just to say, “I love you,” or “I like you.” You have to render service. You must offer people what they lack; give them protection, joy and solace. It is only when you understand and put theory into practice – the practical aspect of devotion – that you can say that you are devotees. This centre has transformed itself into a sacred place, a sacred temple, where everyone is practising the translation of love into service. Love without service cannot be called love – it can only be called attachment, not love. At the same time, service without love, cannot be called service. Many people write lots of books about their service activities, but if you look within them, you will find that everything is hollow – it is only a pretence of service. It is not bringing about any transformation in the people who are giving service – and, if you serve without love, you will not achieve any true reward. Today, I am staying in the house of a devotee. When I went to Africa, I also lived in the house of a devotee, whose daughter arranged many medical camps. The daughter had the will and determination to arrange medical camps and take the doctors who prescribed and gave medicines to the people. I was very happy that such a young girl was doing so much service. I asked her, “Where did you get so much enthusiasm to serve and the courage to do so many things?” She replied, “I am studying at a university where the offering of service to society gains two credits. I am doing it to avoid losing the credits.” She was not doing it to really serve. She was doing it ‘by force, not from Source’, because of the way the University is organised. If you render service in that way, it will not bring about any transformation in you. If you really want to transform yourself, you must serve without any expectation or desire. How can you truly give service? Only when you know that the God whom you love resides in the hearts of everyone, can you serve others. God has neither name nor form. You can serve God only when you serve everyone in whom God resides – because, whilst God has no particular form, He is there living in everyone. The 10   



 



body is the temple of God and the One who lives in the body is the Lord Himself. Only when you are serving everyone are you serving God. Many children have been brought here. They were given food and good education and taught human values by constant example. This place is becoming very holy and sacred. People always think that, because a boy is born to his parents, it is the responsibility of the parents to bring him up. Every child born in this world is the responsibility of society. It is a serious mistake to think that the child should be brought up only by the parents, because many parents lack the means to raise their children in the right way. In the case of such children, the whole of society should unite to serve them. To do so would bring you great punya, or merit.



Sreenivas and Narasimha Murthy are doing great service here. In the Raipur Hospital, within one year, one thousand heart operations were performed for helpless children. Not one of the thousand children were born to Sreenivas. If asked the question, “Why should you look after them?” he would answer, “I have to serve Swami.” Earlier, when I had a physical body, he served Me by offering Me coffee or snacks. Today, when I no longer have a physical body, if you ask the question, “How do you serve Swami?” he will respond, “By serving everyone in whom He resides.” 11   



 



The success rate in our hospital is excellent. Even reputable international hospitals do not achieve such high results. What is the reason? It is because they see Me in every child and treat the children as if they were Me – that is why. Now, when I visit the operating theatre, I see a board which reads, “Sai is the surgeon.” Although they have not seen Me physically, they are performing surgery with great devotion. They take on many complex, intricate cases and protect the children by carrying out the operations. Surgical operations may be performed to save children’s lives, but moulding the children, teaching them how to lead their lives, is only achieved through education. That is our responsibility. A child obtains a new birth after undergoing surgery. However, learning how it should lead its life is achieved through education. Education and health are like the right and the left hands. In Sai Anandam, service is being given in both fields – healthcare and education – and I desire that the service activities should continue to grow here. You will acquire an extensive piece of land, build an ashram, a school and hospital. The children from here can go there, to receive healthcare and education. That is why, tomorrow, you are going to Kuching – you are to acquire 100 acres of land there and build schools and a hospital there. You may ask why you should not do it here, instead? For good education, a good environment is also very important. Children come here and learn many good things, but when they go back home, or when they mingle with others, they lose all that they have learned. When you establish a residential school and enrol children, it will be there that you teach them academic education, together with spiritual and moral values – then they will develop well. When you start the hospital there, use it only for treating the very complicated cases. Only God looks after those people who have nobody else to care for them. How will God look after those destitutes and orphans? It is through you all that He will look after them and serve them. When a tree matures, a seed will be taken far away and another tree will grow there. Service to the community is a reality here, but there is no way of starting the same service somewhere else. The service which you are undertaking here should continue, alongside the additional service there. I want you all to help with such noble activities. (To Brother Ayavoo) Ayavoo! The last time I came here, I inaugurated the neighbouring building, but it was empty, so I willed that the right equipment would be provided and service activities started there. Where there is a selfless 12   



 



approach, everything will happen in this manner. All the machinery and equipment is already arriving. Within two or three months, you must obtain the necessary authorisation and start a healthcare service. Where there is faith and devotion, you will be able to achieve anything. When I give him a moment, in order to help him, he gives me a long list saying, “Swami, these are our service activities.” You must certainly undertake all these activities. You are to provide service for children, adults and the elderly. There should be a place for the destitute and orphan children and another home to care for helpless old people. The children will look after the elderly and the elderly will look after the children. In this way, a sweet relationship will develop between the elderly and the children. All this will take place. Seeing all these activities, I feel very happy. How happy you all must feel! Because you are all here I, too, experience your happiness, joys and sorrows. When you give joy to others, know that you give joy to Me, too. Similarly, when somebody is unhappy, know that I am unhappy. Whatever anybody may say, you have to follow your principles and keep serving everyone. One evening, the Buddha was travelling with His disciples. He came upon a village where the people despised the Buddha. The villagers were alcoholics and had many evil habits. They knew nothing about spirituality. When the Buddha taught them spirituality, they got angry and started blaming and scolding Him. They spoke very harsh words and wanted to hurt Him. The Buddha was constantly smiling and blessing everyone. He did not speak against anyone. Then His disciples asked Him, “Though all these people are blaming You, criticising You and hurting You, You are smiling and happily blessing everyone. How is it possible?” The Buddha said, “What they have, they are giving me. What I have, I am giving them. What is My mistake? I have love, compassion and mercy, so I am giving these to everyone. That is My dharma.” I have no need to explain. When this centre was being built, there was much opposition. Many people ridiculed Ayavoo. However, the people who built it had only one objective – We must serve Swami and make it a centre of service for Swami. Now, they have achieved so much. You must walk the path of dharma – what others tell you is not important. I conclude My discourse with the desire and My blessing for this centre to grow into a yet greater centre for service and for it to attain sanctity. One person alone cannot do this – everyone should get together to do it.
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Day 2 – 7th January, 2016 Sai Love - Kuching, Malaysia When Swami announced His visit to Malaysia, Sri Anthony Bong, an ardent devotee from Kuching wanted Swami to have His own temple, where He could stay while visiting in the city. This humble desire in his heart materialised as ‘Sai Love’, which Bhagawan inaugurated during His visit to Kuching.



Bhagawan spoke briefly to the assembled devotees of the love and devotion of the family which dedicated the house for Swami’s current and future visits to this part of Malaysia. He said, “The heart of a devotee is where I always reside.”
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Blessing the house, He said He would continue to shower His grace on Sai Love with future visits as the Kuching ashram work will beckon Him to this place in the coming months and years. Swami then declared that work on the Ashram would begin the next day, as it was an auspicious day, and anything started on that day was bound to succeed. He then revealed that the Goddess of the nearby temple had been helping with the work and all must go and see Her as a mark of respect.



(Mariamma Devi temple in Kuching, Malaysia) The convoy of vehicles started from Sai Love to the Matang Hill, on top of which is perched the Mariamma Devi temple. As the priest commenced the pooja, Swami asked the devotees to chant the Rudram. Prior to the conclusion of the pooja, Swami asked the priest of this temple – which has idols of Ganesha and Devi – “Where is Shiva?” Just then, a black and white lingam miraculously appeared. Swami said it was ‘Ardhalingeshwara’, a form of Shiva that is half Shiva and half Parvathi, and directed the priest to perform pooja to the lingam every day. 15   



 



Excerpts of Talk by Sri B.N. Narasimha Murthy 7th January, 2016 - Sai Love - Kuching, Malaysia The question is often asked, “Who is Sai Baba?” Swami says, “Unless you become Sai Baba, you will not know who is Sai Baba.” In Sanskrit, there is a beautiful saying, “One who knows God becomes God Himself.” Only if you become Sai Baba, will you know who Sai Baba is.



How can fish know the vastness of the sky? How can a doll made of salt know the depth of the ocean? But Swami has told everyone of us, “If you want to know Me, become Me by following My teachings.” The only way we can know Him is to practice what He tells us to do. Otherwise, we will never know Him. This is also what the Lord said when He came as Sri Krishna. Why should Sai Baba, born in a remote village like Puttaparthi, come to Malaysia and establish an ashram? Because He is the mother and father of every one of us. He does not differentiate between men and women of different nationalities, castes, creeds or religions. Let us practice that selfless love and selfless service and reach Him.
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Divine Discourse 7th January, 2016 - Sai Love - Kuching, Malaysia Just as a reflection does not adhere to a mirror, or water does not adhere to the petals of a lotus; similarly, sins do not touch the person who has devotion. This is the word of truth, the word of Sai. (Telugu poem) Embodiments of Love! From morning till evening, man must engage in constant action. The world, which is said to be karma bhoomi (the land of action) does not allow anybody to be totally free from action. From the moment you wake up in the morning until you go to bed, you are constantly engaged in one action or another. Every action must have a reaction – just as every object has a reflection and every sound has a resound. In fact, the entire world is nothing but reflection, reaction and resound. This is not merely a law within spirituality, but a basic law of physics, too. For instance, how do you see everything around you? It is reflected light which is seen by your eyes. Some ladies sitting here are wearing blue saris and some of the men are wearing white clothes. When the light from the source falls on blue cloth, the cloth absorbs every other colour, but reflects back blue; that is how you see the cloth as blue. Similarly, you see white when the light reflected by the cloth is white. When colourless light interacts with matter, it is reflected in different ways, producing a variety of colours, So, what you see is only the reflection. What I say now has to resound in your ears, for you to hear what is said. Imagine a room in which every sound is absorbed and there is no resound – there is no way anybody can hear anything. 17   



 



Similarly, any action you perform brings about a reaction. It is a simple law of physics – but it is also a law in spirituality. Every action has an equal reaction. Some are immediate, some are delayed. For example, if you hit a person, you will definitely get a slap back. That is immediate reaction. It’s very rare that you hit somebody and you get a hug in return! In fact, in such a case, the reaction may be more than equal. In the case of the food that you have eaten this afternoon, it will take some time to digest and give you energy, so there is a bit of delayed reaction. As a third instance, when you sow a seed, you have to wait a few years to get a tree. Every action performed will get a reaction sooner or later. One may go to the most sacred of places, study all the scriptures and perform very difficult penances; one may roam around the entire world, but still one cannot escape the consequences of one’s actions. If you sow the seed of lemon tree, you cannot expect a mango fruit. Similarly, if you sow a seed of mango tree, you will not expect a lemon. What you sow is what you are going to reap later. Every good action will only bring a good reaction, and every not-so-good action will incur a not-so-good reaction. A student might be studying in the fifth standard, where he is expected to perform complex mathematics in addition, subtraction, division or multiplication – but, if the child has not studied well in his earlier classes and has not learnt anything about numbers, how can he perform all these complicated mathematics? Today, if he is struggling to do addition or subtraction, it means he has not done well in his classes in his earlier years. If the teacher asks him why he is unable to do the sums, his reaction cannot be that he has forgotten what he studied in the previous classes. In the same way, know that whatever you experience today is the result of what you have done in the past. Sometimes, you may get immediate results and sometimes, the results will be long delayed. If, in doing something wrong, you haven’t received punishment, do not think that you will never get it. Somehow or the other, it will come back to you as a reaction. Then what is the way out? Just now, Narasimha Murthy said, that you are born and you die, then you are born again and, again, you die. You are always in the cycle of birth and death. How do you escape this cycle? Is there an end to this sequence? 18   



 



The other day you were in Singapore. There were very colourful fishes in a small pond. Today, I saw that there were many fishes in the small pond outside, too. How can these fishes live all their lives in such a small pond without getting frustrated or aggressive? Because they have very short memory. By the time they swim from one corner of the pond to the other, they forget everything – and, when they swim back to the previous corner, they think it is a new place. In their eagerness to explore their habitat, they keep swimming round and round and think, every time that they are in a new place! If a fish told you, “I have seen many places today,” you would laugh at it. As a human being, you would say, “O fish! Poor fish! You have been there in the same pond the whole day! How can you see new places?” However, the fish may not believe what you say. It will go by what it remembers. The same way, mankind does many things in many births and keeps forgetting, again and again repeating the same thing, thinking it is new. As he repeats good things, he also repeats mistakes. As he experiences favourable results of good deeds, he also experiences difficult times due to bad deeds. God is like a good teacher, who teaches you what you must study and what you must write in your exams. However, if the student does not do his homework and writes nothing in the examination paper, how can he get any marks? Similarly, many masters come and teach humanity how to lead their lives. Be it Jesus, the Buddha, Mohammad, or any saint – all of them have come to teach you the right way of living. Only those who have taken their teachings seriously and practised them, have gained any benefit from them. For the others, it is like writing nothing in the examination paper and then expecting God to award grace marks. Avatars will come, Avatars will go, as teachers come and go – but the students who do not study will forever remain in the same class. Therefore, if one needs to graduate to the higher class, one must practise what has already been taught. And what have all the masters taught? Two simple principles 19   



 



of living – do everything for the love of God and, before thinking, saying or doing anything, ask yourself the question, “Will this please my Lord, or will it displease Him?” If it will please him, do it immediately. If you think it will displease Him, avoid it. This way, you will always be engaged only in good actions and will desist from doing anything wrong. Half of your problem is solved, because you are not going to face any bad consequences, for you are always engaged in good actions. Nevertheless, even good actions have reactions, because you have to experience the consequence of whatever you have done. If you eat food, a belch is going to come out of your stomach, not from your neighbour’s stomach. So, what you have done today, you have to experience the result today or tomorrow. As long as this balance of karma is there, one must be born again, even to experience the reaction to good karma. The only way to be liberated is to avoid incurring any consequences, whether good or bad. This is only possible if you transfer all the balance to God rather than keeping it with yourself. If you receive a letter in your name, and you redirect it to another address, the letter will automatically go to the other person. Likewise, even when you perform a good deed to please God, this good deed should be handed over to God, leaving God to decide what He wants to do with its consequences. This is surrender. If you follow these two principles of 1) doing only good things that will please God and 2) offering all those good things to God, then your life will be full of happiness and joy. Instead, what do you do? When you do good things, you want to take the credit yourself, and when you do something wrong, you want to offer it to God saying, “Let God look after it!” Once, a wife came and informed her husband, “Your son has won first prize in the race.” The husband, beating his chest, said with pride, “See! He is my son, that is why he has come first in the race.” The next morning, when the son came home with his school report, he had failed in every subject. The wife showed the report to her husband. He looked at it and said, “Look at how your son has failed in every subject!” When the boy wins the race, he is his son, but, when he fails in his school subjects, he is her son.
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In this way, the mind plays its trick of keeping the good to yourself and offering the bad to God. The day you are able to offer everything to God instead of keeping hold of all the good things, is the day that you can truly be called a devotee. When you have the power to offer everything that is yours to God – even in your good times – that is surrender.



It is not surrender to say, “I surrender myself to You, Lord!” when your hands and legs won't move and your teeth keep chattering all the time, you can’t digest anything and you can’t think. It is at the youthful period of your life, when your head, hands and heart are functioning properly, that you should surrender to the Lord. When one grows old, unwanted and incapable, it is not the right time to start towards God. Of course, God will accept you even then, but, by then, it is too late to transform you. When you are young, with a long life ahead of you, is the time to take the path of goodness, the path to God, and be transformed. The devotion of school-children increases as the exams approach. They have shown their face to Ganesha all through the year, but, prior to the exam, they approach Him ten times in one day. Why? Because they did not study well, and now there is no time to study, so they want God to take over their exams. When they gained admission into the class, did they not know there would be an exam at the end of the year? Did they not know that every day that they did not study would make it burdensome at the end? They knew very well, on the day of 21   



 



admission, that there would be a day of examination – and the only way to do well in the exam would be to study daily and do their homework regularly. After wasting all your time throughout the year, how are you going to pass if you try to study the entire year’s syllabus in the last four days? When you eat moderately, you digest the food and have a healthy body. Have you ever stopped eating for a whole month and then eaten the entire month’s ration on a single day? It is not possible. Similarly, you must take up the spiritual path whilst you are young, not keep it for the last days, because you don’t know when your time is going to come. You do not know when your class will end and you will have no time left to study. At least in school, you know the date of examination – but in life, you don’t know the examination date. Every moment of every day is, therefore, important. Fill every moment with good thoughts, good words and good actions – and, at the end of the day, with all sincerity, offer it all back to God. Let God decide what He wants to do with the consequences of your actions. All the good you do is like a deposit made into a bank account. In your time of need, it is possible to withdraw it. God keeps adding interest to everything that you deposit into your account – the addition of God’s grace, for the good that you are doing. Every time you do something good, you make a deposit into the account, but every time you do something wrong, it is like withdrawing from the account. So continuously engage in good action. Adi Shankara taught, “Continuously engage in good action, from morning until evening.” Now what is ‘good action’? It is that which is good for everyone, not just good for yourself. Therefore, always think twice before you do anything. Is it only good for you, or is it good for everyone around you? Is it what would please you alone, or would it please everyone who is around you? Know for sure that, if the answer is that it is good for all and would make everybody happy, then God will be happy with such an action. That is the only way to lead life in a perfect manner. Your heart is the witness to everything that you do. The mind is selfish; it only worries about yourself. It is filled with the feelings of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ – but the heart always thinks about others. Before a morsel of food is put in the mouth, it thinks whether or not others have eaten. Before sleeping, it thinks whether others are resting or not. In that manner, it is constantly thinking about others. This is the right way to live. There is no need to read scriptures, learn them by-heart and spit them out every now and then. There is no need to go on pilgrimages, to India or Malaysia, to 22   



 



China or America, or any other place. There is no need to go to listen to lectures and discourses and explanations of various teachings – and there is no need to run around after any Guru, Avatar or deity. If you can be true to your own heart, you have learnt everything about spirituality. If everything that you think, say or do, is measured and weighed against whether or not God would like it – and only done if it meets that criterion – then you have learned spirituality. If, at the end of the day, with a clear conscience, you can place at the feet of Lord, everything that you have done and say, “I offer it all to You; do what is best for me,” then you have learned spirituality.



Do not waste your time, arguing and explaining and seeking clarifications of what is Sai Baba, where is Sai Baba, and who is Sai Baba. If you want to know Sai Baba, you have to become Sai Baba. As the previous speaker said, four blind men approached an elephant and tried to describe what it was like. One touched its body and said that it was a wall. Another held on to its leg and said that it was a pillar. The third held on to the tail and said that it was a rope. The last held on to its ear, and said that the elephant was a fan. All started arguing and fighting about their own understanding of an elephant. Nobody was listening to the other, because they were going by their own understanding, which was incomplete and prejudiced. Only a man with vision knows what an elephant is like. It is not a wall, a pillar, or a rope. An elephant is not a fan. The elephant is all of it, as a whole. 23   



 



God is neither this, nor that. God is nothing, yet everything. It is only if you develop this understanding of God, that you will be capable of experiencing Him. However tasty your food may be, no stomach is filled just by description, smelling, or hearing about it. It is only by eating and digesting it, that one understands the true nature of food. In the same way, no amount of discoursing or listening or writing about Sai Baba will make you understand anything about Sai Baba – in fact, you may misunderstand and it may only lead you into unnecessary argument, like the blind men fighting over the elephant. The one who follows Sai Baba, becomes Sai Baba, and he alone will know what Sai Baba is. Sai Baba is love – unconditional love. It is very easy to love those who love you, but if you can love anybody, despite them not loving you, then you are really loving. Therefore, I always say, “Love all,” not just, “Love,” – because I know if I only say, “Love,” then you will say that you are following My teachings because you love yourself and serve yourself. In the story, I told you about how the logic of the husband works. Therefore, I say, “Love all, even those who don’t love you. Serve all, even those who don’t serve you,” then you will develop to become Sai Baba. It only when you become Sai Baba, that you will truly know who Sai Baba is. Not who Sai Baba was, because Sai Baba is, is, is. I am the love in your heart, the selflessness in your actions. I am kindness, I am compassion – and wherever all these things are, is where I am. Do not be disheartened or disappointed whether you see Me or not. Whether you eat a sweet with your eyes open, or with your eyes closed, it is important that you eat the sweet and understand its taste. It is not important whether or not you saw the sweet; it is important whether you tasted it, or not. If you experience Me within, you will see Me everywhere. Make every effort to experience Me within, not outside. I am the inner conscience; I am there in your heart. I am the voice of truth. Have the courage to follow that and you will definitely meet Me – and, when you meet Me, you will know that there was never two, only one. On that day, you will have found your true identity. That day, your life’s pilgrimage will have completed – a journey from you to yourself; for I and you are not two. I am One. This is the message I want to convey. All these ashrams, schools and hospitals, will carry on – with the only reason of giving you more opportunities to think less of yourself and more of others. 24   



 



If, every day, you think less of yourself, one day you will become ‘self-less’. Less self, less self, less self is equal to ‘selfless’. That day, you and I will be One.



I give My blessing for you all to take My teachings seriously, make every effort to put them into practice at every moment and thereby attain bliss. Tomorrow morning will be a beautiful day, the impact of which will not be known today. You can never judge the size of a tree by seeing the size of its seed. Similarly, the beginning of an ashram in Malaysia is just the sown seed – you have no idea how big it will grow, how far it will spread or to how many it will give shade and food. However, one thing you must all understand is that, how healthy this tree will become, how deep its roots will be, how well it will spread, depends on how well you take care of it. Pour the water of love onto its roots. Remove the weeds of ego and attachment from its surroundings. Do not let the goats of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ feed on it. Surround it with the fence of discipline and devotion.
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Day 3 – 8th January, 2016 Bhoomi Pooja - Kampung Riih Mawang - Kuching, Malaysia The much anticipated Bhoomi Pooja for the new ashram took place in Kuching on Day 3 of Bhagawan’s visit to Malaysia. The pooja was conducted by Sri Nanjunda Dixit, the priest who has officiated all the Athi Rudra Maha Yagnas conducted by Swami. The land for the ashram was offered to Bhagawan by Brother Leong Meng, a devotee of Swami. In the afternoon, all the members of the village were invited to a programme in the local community hall.
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After a traditional dance, the village elders spoke about the history of the village and its demographics.



Brother Meng then shared some experiences from his life and that of his family. He spoke of how, in a period of crisis, his brother chanced upon a copy of ‘Sai Baba – Man of Miracles’. The family travelled to Prasanthi Nilayam to find solace in Swami, which manifested in the cure of their father who had been diagnosed with terminal cancer. Another experience involved his sister who was deformed after a horrific accident. While visiting Prasanthi Nilayam, Swami gifted them His flower garland and advised the sister to eat the flowers from the garland. Soon, her disfigurement became normal. Finally, Brother Meng related his own experience of being saved by the Lord during a knife attack in a foreign land. After the inspiring talk, Swami blessed the village folk with His divine discourse.
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Divine Discourse 8th January, 2016 – Kampung Riih Mawang, Serian, Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia The tree that emerges from earth, finally merges back into earth. Similarly, this world, emerging from God, finally merges into God. Everything is one, but appears diverse through our eyes. This is the word of Sai, the word of truth. (Telugu poem) I have heard such a wonderful talk, that I do not feel like speaking after it. I believe in action rather than speech. Whether Malaysia, Singapore, India, Australia, America, Japan, Thailand or Indonesia – all these are different countries on the face of the earth, but earth is really just one. God did not draw boundaries on earth to make nations, or ration the air, sunlight or water for humanity. The sun makes no distinction between the many continents. It shines on all. It is the same sun that sustains all life on earth. It is the same air, the same oxygen that all breathe to survive. God, who is reflected in nature, knows no difference. Man, born out of this divine nature, must also come to know no difference. “All are one, My dear son; be alike to everyone.” These were the words of Jesus Christ. In every village, every town, every city on this earth, there is a church in which this Master is worshipped, because of His selfless love and sacrifice. Long after He left His body, He is still remembered and remains immortal, because of His path of love and service. Bodies born from the five elements must merge back into the five elements, be it the case of a small animal, a man, or even a Master. That is the Law of Nature – everything that is born, must perish. However, the Law of Love says that love is never born nor does it die. The Law of Love is beyond the Law of Nature. Many Masters communicated this ‘one love’ to all mankind. This is a beautiful place here, with a great culture, very devoted to God and very kind. Only if all the people pray together can they remain in harmony together. If you ‘know God’, you ‘know peace’. If there is ‘no God’, there is ‘no peace’.
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This small place has a small church. There is a prayer to the Lord, that the people may be blessed with a larger place of worship, where the whole community can assemble. For any good work, I am always ready, because every good work is God’s work. In ‘Good’ there is ‘God’. G, O, O, D – Good. G, O, D, - God. ‘God’ is in ‘good’. Therefore, apart from all the service activities that you are beginning here, in this village, there is a need to build a larger church and Meng has agreed, with the help of all of you, to build a new home for God here. However, apart from building a beautiful place for God outside, more importantly, you must build His altar inside your hearts. A heart that is full of God can lift the whole world by itself. For people with differences, even the whole world is not enough to be united – but, for people with love and unity, even a small place is enough to keep the whole world within. This is what Jesus Christ meant when He pointed towards His chest and said, therein lies the true heart, the sacred heart. Man only points outwards, God points inwards. So, while I give My blessing that this community may have a beautiful, large place of worship, a church of its own – more importantly, I give My blessing that each one of you will make your hearts places of worship. Soon, contributions will be sought, the land will be prepared and a beautiful altar will arise in this very place. May all of you worship the Lord with all your hearts and follow His teachings, so that you truly know Him. Once you know God, you know peace. May all be blessed to serve and love, as your Master did, and follow in His footsteps and spread His message. With these words of blessings, I now conclude. We offer our collective gratitude to the people of this beautiful village for having taken such good care of us, welcomed us and made us all one big family. When should I come again? I will come next year. 29   



 



Excerpt of Talk by Sri C. Sreenivas 8th January, 2016 - Sai Love, Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia All of us live in this world thanks to the blessings, hard work, struggles and achievements of so many beings that walked this earth. We are the recipients and benefactors of all that was done by many beings known and unknown to us who have made the world what it is today. It is a first requisite of any devotee to be immensely grateful to all these beings.



If the past was reverential and sacred, I saw each and every one of you here as embodiments of selflessness. The old, middle aged, young and really young – in each of you I see devotion and selflessness so abounding. The third confluence that I saw was the investment of this into the timelessness of the future. Swami is taking us from the here to the hereafter. To me, today, myth, miracle, legend, unbelievable – all have become words. Because when the Divine chooses to touch you, every word goes into wordlessness and you are left in a very transmutic experience. Ultimately, the lesson Swami teaches us is that we are not creatures of time, but children of immortality. We come here, shake our hands and legs and make a few noises, but ultimately it is the great game of that great Lord Krishna. 30   



 



Divine Discourse 8th January, 2016 - Sai Love - Kuching, Malaysia The whole world emerges from truth and finally merges into truth. There is no place where there is no truth. This is the word of truth, the word of Sai. (Telugu poem)



Embodiments of Divinity! There is only one thing that sustains, creates and, ultimately, makes the entire world disappear, and that is truth. Truth is the same in the past, the present and the future, for truth is changeless. However, appearances keep changing day to day. When one is born, one is called a baby; then later, a child. When the same boy grows up, he is called a youth; a little older and he is addressed as a man. When he is older still, you may call him ‘grandfather’, or an old man. In this way, the same person is called a baby, a child, a youth, a man and an old man. All these changes in terms are due to the change in his outer appearance – but the inner truth remains the same. His nature – which is truly Divine – is truth, and that does not change with age. When this truth is recognised, all the differences disappear. One can make many kinds of sweets from sugar. The sweets may be of different shapes, sizes and colours, but the sweetness in all of them is due to the same sugar. Therefore, the changing colours, shapes and sizes are the external appearance, based upon which, you call the sweet by a particular name. However, the sweetness, which is the basis, remains the same. Truth is the fundamental basis of the whole of Creation. Outer appearances are different, but the inner core is the same in all of you. Therefore, I do not refer to you as ‘ladies’ or ‘gents’, ‘brothers’ or ‘sisters’, or ‘fathers’ and ‘mothers’, as the 31   



 



announcer does. I only call you, ‘Embodiments of Divinity’. Because he is looking at the outer appearances, he refers to you as ‘lady’, ‘gent’, ‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘boy’, ‘girl’ and so on, whereas, when I see you, I see you all as one, as Embodiments of Divine Atma. If a dog enters a room full of mirrors and sees its reflection in all the mirrors, it will become afraid that there are many dogs and will start barking. Because of this illusion, it starts barking louder – and the images also start barking. The more this dog becomes afraid of the images, the more the images get afraid of the dog. When the dog barks, a hundred dogs bark back, because the dog is unaware that these are all reflections of itself. He sees every reflection as another dog trying to frighten him. However, consider the case of a human – if a person enters the same room, and sees his reflection in all the mirrors, he starts smiling. When he smiles, all the reflections smile back. All the reflections are identical. Because of the reflections being the same, once you know the truth, you are perfectly happy to see yourself in all the mirrors. This happiness is born out of the wisdom that all these are your own reflections. Hence, where there is truth, there is peace. You are at peace with yourself and everyone else, because you think of all as reflections of yourself, nothing less. Then there is no way that you could hate anybody, because if you hated someone, in truth, you would be hating yourself. There is no way that you could feel that you loved a particular person, because you would, in truth, love everyone as one with yourself – and there is no way that you could serve ‘others’ because whomever you served, you would actually be serving yourself. People ask Me many times, “How is it possible for You to love everyone equally?” I asked a boy who posed this question, “Do you love yourself?” He replied, “Of course.” Then I told him, “I, too, just love Myself, nobody else.” “That's not true, Swami. You love everyone.” I said, “That is because all are Myself, they are not separate from Me. When I look at you, I see only My own image. As a result, I feel very happy when I look at you all – but that is only half the story. The other half is that, when you look at Me, you also feel very happy because you see yourself, when you look at Me.” One man came and asked, “Why do I feel so happy when I meet You, Swami?” I told him, “When you go to see beautiful greenery and scenic views as you did today, don't you feel happy? Are you not happy when, on a cold winter morning, you have warm sunshine – or when you sit by the beach and see the vastness of the ocean? Don't you feel happy when you lie down and look at the sky or, on a 32   



 



hot day, when you're suffering with the heat, a cool breeze blows? Are you not happy when your throat is dry and you drink cool water and it quenches your thirst? You see the sky, you see the earth, you feel the breeze, you see all these manifestations of nature around you and feel happy, because you are made of that nature – it is not different from you. You are made of all the elements around you. So, there is a bit of you in everything that is around you, and it is but natural for anybody to feel happy, when one sees one’s own reflection. Therefore, when you come and see Me, you see your reflection in Me and, as a result, you too feel happy. When I see you, I see My reflection in you, so I, too, feel happy. Once you know this truth that all are one and not separate, then you are always happy. Not knowing this oneness of the whole of Creation, alone leads to selfishness. When the narrow boundaries of ‘I’ and ‘my’ are created, you start worrying about yourself, your future, your people, and start becoming more and more narrow in your approach. You become like the dog in the room full of mirrors, which looks at different reflections and thinks that they are all different dogs. That is backward thinking. If you reverse the word, ‘dog’, it becomes, ‘God’ and if you reverse that narrow attitude, you will also become God. Seeing diversity in unity is dog. But seeing unity in diversity is God. You are born as God. Be God. Don't give scope for this narrow thinking. Think what would happen if the hand started thinking, ‘Why should I feed the mouth? Let me keep hold of the food,’ and the mouth started thinking, ‘Why should I send this food to the stomach? Let me keep it,’ or the stomach started thinking, ‘Let me not digest this food. Let me keep it within me.’ Imagine what would happen to all of you here, with undigested food in your stomachs. Nobody would be able to sit and breathe. When all the organs of the 33   



 



body feel that they are part of the same body, they all work together. The hand may look different from the mouth, the mouth may look different from the stomach, but truly they are all parts of the same body. It is for the good of the hand that it should give the food to the mouth, and not retain it. It is for its own benefit that the mouth should send the food to the stomach and not keep it with itself – and it is for the good of the stomach that it digests the food and dissipates the energy to the whole body. Our body is the best example of selflessness, for all the parts understand that they are only a part of the whole body and work together in unity. In this way, just as all the organs are part of the same body, all bodies are part of the same family; all families are part of the same community; all communities are part of the nation; all nations are part of the world, and the whole Creation is part of God. It emerges from God, is sustained by God and merges back into God, like a bubble that emerges from water, floats on the water and finally merges back into the water. As long as the bubble is filled with the air of ego, it thinks it is different from the water, but the moment the air escapes and it bursts, it becomes the ocean. Whilst you live with this feeling of ‘I’ and ‘mine’, there is no way that you can know truth. By giving up this feeling of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ – that is, ego and attachment – that you will be able to understand the truth. The knowledge of the truth alone can make you fearless, and when you are fearless, you can give service. Spirituality is not for the weak-minded. Do you think that fighting a war is a matter of courage? Is winning over territories a great act of courage? Does defeating a rival in an argument show great courage? Are climbing up mountains or diving deep into the ocean acts of courage? No, not at all. If diving in the ocean is courageous, then a fish is more courageous than you! If climbing up a mountain is courageous, then monkeys are more courageous than you! If fighting a battle and winning is courageous and killing somebody is courageous, then lions are more courageous. All these acts can be achieved, even by animals. There is no matter of courage in them. True courage is to follow the spiritual path; it is not a path for the weakminded. When there is courage – fearlessness – you can do service. Even a little bit of fear will not allow you to remain selfless. Faith in God will give you this kind of
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courage. Knowledge of the truth that all are one, will give you this kind of courage – and this courage will make you selfless and free.



In Iraq, there was a very rich man who had a pious daughter. The rich man lacked nothing. He had everything that one could desire and he was very devoted to Allah. His daughter was equally devoted. The father thought he must get his daughter married, because she was of marriageable age, but he did not want her to marry a rich man. Instead, he wanted her to marry a man with great devotion and faith. He sought everywhere for such a man, especially in places of worship. Whilst journeying from one mosque to another, he reached a particular mosque where prayers were going on. In the mosque, there was a person who was still praying, even after everybody had left. This young man was wearing very tattered clothes. He was on his knees and shedding tears. The rich man thought he may be a beggar, who was praying to the Lord for some great blessing – but, when he went close and heard the manner of his prayer, the rich man was very happy. This beggarly-looking man was saying to God, “God, you have given me everything. More importantly, you have given me this heart to love and worship you. What more can I ask? I have everything.” ‘What a wonderful prayer,’ thought the rich man. “People have everything, yet they approach God, asking for more, whereas this poor man has nothing, but all he is doing is thanking God. Such a man is the right person to marry my daughter.” So, finally they discussed things and the man agreed to marry the daughter – on one condition. He said, “I am a poor man. I do not want to take any gifts from you. Whatever God gives is enough for me. If your daughter can live like that, then I'm ready to marry.” The daughter was such a great devotee that she left the 35   



 



palace, and went and joined the man in his hut. She was so happy that she had married a man with great devotion and she spent her time serving her husband with all her love and care. One day, she was cleaning the house with a broom, whilst her husband was busy praying. Suddenly, she found a piece of bread kept in a corner of the hut. Looking at it, she was very surprised because they never had excess food in the house. Whatever they got during each day, they ate during that day, and there was nothing left for the morrow. So she came out with the piece of bread and asked her husband, “I'm surprised to see a piece of bread left in the corner of the house. Who kept it?” The husband said, “I kept it, because I was worried whether or not you would have something to eat tomorrow.” His wife was very sad and started shedding tears. She told him, “I left the palace and my father's riches, thinking I was marrying the man with great faith in God, but alas, I have married somebody who has no faith. The very fact that you're hiding food for tomorrow means that you have no faith in God. Would not God, who is looking after everyone, give you our food for tomorrow as well? Where did this fear come from, to hide things and store them for tomorrow? It is because of lack of faith. I don't want to stay with a man of such little faith.” She left him and went away. Real faith has no fear. Real faith that God is in everything – that God is everything – will not allow you to be afraid. It is only when you think that you are a being, separate from others and from God – this lack of understanding leads to fear. If you truly believe that God is present in everyone, God is with you, God is everywhere, what is there to fear? One must develop the kind of steady faith which makes one fearless. Only when you are fearless, can you be selfless – but how can one be selfless, if one is hoarding things for one's own future? The truly fearless and selfless person would not squirrel anything away for tomorrow. Only this sort of person will know the truth and become free forever. Age after age, birth after birth, you have been told that you are just the body, just the mind, and that you must take care of yourself. This lie has been repeated so many times that it now sounds like truth. Birth after birth, you have been made to believe that the reflection is not you, it is someone else. As a result, you have to tell the truth to yourselves millions and millions of times, that you are not just the body, you are Atma – so that the truth becomes firmly established in your minds and there is no scope for untruth. 36   



 



I make no distinctions – I think all are one, and this knowledge alone, allows Me to love everyone and serve everyone, equally. Therefore, I expect My devotees to also develop this kind of love. Love without any narrow boundaries of ‘I’ and ‘mine’; love that only thinks in terms of ‘ours’; love that has no fear of sharing; love that does not think that it loses something when it gives. Such love, alone, is Divine, and you all are embodiments of that divine love.



Live up to the truth that you represent. Live up to the truth that your Master represents. So – all of you – develop this kind of faith and become fearless. I don't need to build schools, hospitals or ashrams. This is all to give you an opportunity to think more about others and less about yourself. Then, one day, you will be totally selfless. My mission is only to make you realise who you are, nothing else. Whatever helps you realise this, is all that I am interested in, nothing else. Everything else is a waste of time. A man asked his friend, “What have you been doing all day?” He replied, “I was singing bhajans. I went for bhajan and then for seva, then I came home.” The first man said, “For a whole day? 8 hours? What a waste of time!”
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The friend replied, “I'm more sorry not to have ‘wasted’ only 8 hours – for the time I really wasted was the other sixteen, when I was not doing these things.” Only the time spent thinking of God, serving God and loving God is time well spent. Everything else is a waste of time. Therefore, whatever you say, do, or think, consciously dedicate it all to God – and, thus, make every activity Divine. Do it with all your zeal and offer it to God, and then, leave the results to God. Have faith that God will not do anyone injustice. Yesterday, I said that this ashram is being developed for the eastern countries of Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand, but I did not mention Japan. When you went up the hill this morning, three angels came from Japan. In Japanese mythology, they are famous as three sisters. The eldest came down to where you were doing the pooja and entreated Me, saying, “Swami, You have said that this ashram is for several countries, but You did not mention Japan, so we have come to ask You, can the people of Japan come here, too?” I immediately said, “Yes, it is for everyone; not just for Japan – everyone can come.” The ashram will be divided into three zones. One will be service to the people, like the hospital, schools and other community service programmes. One will be residential, with 90 cottages and a community hall where everyone may attend satsang, meditate and engage in other kinds of spiritual practices. The third area will be for the practices Brother Meng has been teaching, in the field of martial arts. The external practice of martial arts is very easy – to defeat an enemy by using your hands and legs. True Taekwando is that which helps you defeat the inner enemies. Teach both the external and the inner Taekwando, then the training of Taekwando will be complete. Truly speaking, if one has no inner enemies, he will have no outer enemies either. One who has defeated all his inner enemies will have defeated the outer enemies forever, for the outer enemies will not be destroyed – they will be transformed. My method for the removal of negativity is not to destroy, but to transform it into positive. This I am able to do, because I see the positive in everyone, but sometimes teachers come to Me and say, “Swami, nobody can change this student, He is hopeless!” They may have lost the faith that they could change the student, but I do not give up, for I know that, underneath all the layers, there is the jyoti – the Divine Light – glowing inside. If I clean off the soot that covers the lamp, you will be able to see the flame inside. That is what I keep doing – removing that which is not Divine, so that you may realise that you are Divine. 38   



 



This is just the first of many meetings to get you all together in good company and make you think of God. I will be very happy if, wherever you are, whatever the circumstances, you are constantly thinking of God; that is true satsang. May all the brothers and sisters of this area unite to develop this place, so that it can be used, not just by the devotees who live here, but devotees from all around the world. May people of all faiths come and use the place for their spiritual development. May you never say, “No,” to anyone. I always say, “Yes, yes, yes!” Now, we shall take a break. Today’s practice is this discourse. After that, you have enough time to practise for next time. Write down, in your own language, everything I have said and give it to everyone, so that they can read it and re-read it, contemplate it and put it into practice. There are three types of devotees: with one, it goes in one ear and out the other; another hears it and just talks about it, but real devotees listen with their ears, keep it in their hearts and put it into practice. Become the third type of devotee. My blessings are on all the devotees of this place. I am always with you. I am there in your heart, accessible to you all the time. Hamish, here, has three children in his home. He always tells his youngest child, “Look, if your elder brother can do it, you can do it, too.” That is exactly what I am saying – if one person can be in constant touch with Me, all of you can. With practice, you can be united with Me all the time. Take Me wherever you go; I'm ready to come. Question Me whenever you want; I'm ready to speak. Talk to Me whenever you want, I'm ready to listen. Whatever you may be doing, consult Me, ask Me – and I will respond from within. S-A-I, See Always Inside. Practice, practice, practice.
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Day 4 – 9th January, 2016 Sai Love - Kuching, Malaysia  



Farewell Message 9th January, 2016 - Sai Love, Kuching, Sarawak, Malaysia I neither come nor go. It is only you who come and go – over and over again. You come and you go. You come again and you go again. You go round and round in circles – circles of birth and death. I am the constant witness. In a film, all the pictures keep moving on the screen, but the screen is always fixed. Cars keep moving on the road, but the road is always stationary. In the same way, I am always here, there, everywhere. It is you who come and go. I will be here. This satsang is open for all, anyone can come. Every Sunday, hold a satsang and bhajans and worship Me. If you go to My room, use the meditation room or sing bhajans. Spend every Sunday in good satsang. Soon, you will see many people who had not seen or known of Me, attracted to this place, like iron filings to a magnet. Everyone can come for bhajans, satsang and seva. Even now, most of the Sai devotees in the world believe their Master has left them and that they have nowhere to go. They are drowning in sorrow, anticipating every day with great sadness, whereas you are all celebrating, enjoying the bliss of being with Me. This joy comes only when you are united with God. Only in unity is there purity. Divinity resides where there is pure love. As long as you all remain united in thought, word and deed and you remain pure and selfless, I will follow you wherever you go – you won’t have to follow Me. However, My travelling companions have to go back to India. Malaysia is so beautiful, they may just stay here and nobody will do the work there! So, I will drop them at the airport, see that they board the plane and then I will come back. You live in a very beautiful environment, with nature all around you, and that is why you feel very happy. That is why all the sages and yogis used to escape from the cities to the lap of Mother Nature, sit there and meditate on the Divine Self – because man, nature and God – all three are connected. God is reflected in nature 40   



 



– in the selflessness of nature, in its beauty and its auspiciousness. When you look at nature, you feel closer to God. When our inner nature becomes one with nature itself, there is harmony. Nature is selfless – it exists only for the sake of others, but if your inner nature is selfish, there is no peace. When the inner nature becomes selfless, like Nature itself, then you find peace. It is called ‘Mother Nature’, because the person most like God is a mother. Nobody says ‘Father Nature’. Because a mother comes first, she is the one who is closest in her qualities to God. Even in the name ‘Sai Baba’, ‘Sai’ is first, ‘Baba’ last. ‘Sa’, ‘ai’, ‘Baba’. ‘Sa’ means divine, ‘ai’ means mother and ‘Baba’ means father. Therefore, worship nature as ‘Mother Nature’, for she gives everything selflessly, asking for nothing in return. Enjoy this beautiful place, which is now My home here. Unite, spend time in good thoughts, engage in seva and sadhana and realise your own Divinity. Absorb all that has been said and experienced, relive these moments and enjoy the bliss of proximity with God. This trip has filled Me with great happiness, and I look forward to returning soon and spending time here. My blessings in abundance upon all of you. Live divine lives and spread that Divinity to all. I will invite many people from around Malaysia to come here. Receive them with love. Very Happy.
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ONLINE LIBRARY & SUBSCRIPTION LIST FOR BOOKLETS OF BHAGAWAN’S OVERSEAS VISITS To view and download the entire library of the Divine Booklets of Bhagawan Baba’s visits abroad, please visit http://www.divinebooklets.tk or click here. If you would like to subscribe to receive the new Booklets of Bhagawan’s overseas travels in 2016, as soon as they are available, kindly email [email protected]. The Divine Booklets will also be posted on http://www.saivrinda.org.



EDITOR’S NOTE We are seeking full-time Professional Transcriptionists, Translators and Editors for Bhagawan’s divine discourses in all languages. Applicants must be officially contracted through Sri Sathya Sai Premamruta Prakashana ®. For more information, please write to: [email protected].



PUBLISHERS AND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS For Publishing – Printing – Distribution information, please write to: [email protected]
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wherein every young man and woman or every old man and old woman who come in, go .... “I went to the corner of my house, and applied it to the wall.” He did ... 
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